STOP THE SEGREGATION OF CHURCH GATHERINGS
August 2, 2013
For the World Church Body of King Jesus
The Great Way speaks His will to the Church as a whole:
It is the season for a great shaking to shift the will in church details that will cause major
changes in the way that there is a dealing in power. You will see it in this season that is
here this day. You will see it take shape. Power will be the base for restructuring details.
The Church plan is losing battles. It is time to move into Kingdom power and what you
will taste from the plan given in the Great Way King Jesus. Stop comparing your church
service to your neighbor’s. Stop moving to hear a way in preaching that will give you a
good detail in feeling good about your way. Look at what is truly moving in the unseen
way in the Great Way. Powerful changes to any detail have to be moved on by a powerful
God and not with a way in using a certain person to come in, to boost your will in giving
a detail in your building fund. Powerful changes have to be within the powerful ways of
God the Great Way King Jesus. Now, here is where the people will not have a way to
enjoy this detail. What would you think of those who would put a racial separation in
public schools, or have it where a person with dark skin has to sit in the back of buses or
a building; and those who would be lighter or fair in skin details would always be treated
special and of greater worth in each detail? Would that say there must be a root detail
that still has not been dealt with? But how are churches moving in the nation known as
the United States of America? Would you say that there is unity in the churches, where
people of all races and details in heritage would worship in one gathering? There is no
power in the church ways, for the races are congregating based on a skin color or a
heritage way in earthly living. There are church ways gathered based on having nice,
powerful, earthly influences. There are some that look like they are nightclubs that cater
to a different motive—to give a feel as if you are still in your old way, to make it feel as
if there is no change. Shouldn’t the house that others would worship the Great Way in be
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filled with His presence and give others who would enter a true plan in meeting with the
Great Way King Jesus? Powerful changes will come when all would take on a true plan
with the Great King, to place Him in a position of great honor. People look to please their
fellowship groupings and would leave Me in a detail that would ignore Me. They think
they have a close way with Me, yet they do not even know the fellowship way in hearing
Me speak. They move in looking. Their way is futile. Their hearts are cold, and some are
lukewarm. Those that move in being with Me may give off a little heat, yet they move in
a freezer in the church way. People will say a catchphrase to make it seem as if they are
holy and moving with Me, yet they give their personal way to deep sin; even some move
only in pretending—due to their true motive to be in a gathering would be to split
churches. Who knows a real servant versus one given a title by humans? How can you
know the difference if you have your way in a leading detail? Get off your own throne
way and get your face to turn and move in seeking powerful changes through the Great
God King Jesus. This may seem hard, but the Way, the Truth, the Life is moving to shake
up churches in the way in His full Body, to get a message to come and tell you it is truly
time to move into dealing with sin in your own detail. Powerful changes come as true
holy men and women have a will for cleaning the true temple: your own body. Powerful
changes will come as you deal with sin in church gatherings and have a way to remove
leaders that are in rebellion against God, the Way King Jesus. Powerful changes shall
have a plan to overtake you as you fully surrender to move in what the Great Way will
say through His Great Holy Spirit.
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